
Top Music Streaming Services:

Music streaming enters the music industry in full force. 
It allows listeners to have their music on the go and 
artists to publish their content on a digital platform. 
In turn, music streaming generate new conversations 

on ways music artists can be compensated. 

 80% of total music revenue 
comes from music streaming by mid 2019.
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Top Purchases: 

 $20 billion dollars 
are spent on music alone each year  in the United States.
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A huge payoff for music artists, right? 

Not Quite.
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Percentage of Royalties to Musicians
by status

40% of  independent artists 
make up global streaming revenues in 2018.

They generated over $643 million in 2018. 

They either  put physical copies out first 
before putting them on streaming services 
or deciding to become independent.

 

Overall, managing their music, image, and 
artistry are vital to independent artists.
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 Independent artists

 Label artists

Record labels are paid in royalites,
each time a song has been played or "streamed" on their platform. 

Spotify Apple Music Pandora

$5.4M per 
1M streams

$7.38M per 
1M streams

$1.34M per 
1M streams

Top 3 Music Streaming Services
 Royalties Breakdown: 
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12% of  Music Industry’s Total Earning 
goes to music artists and they receive a smaller portion from their record labels.

Not all musicians universally love streaming. 
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It’s made to help artists monitor, market, and upload their music
and build more interactions with their fanbase.

Though music streaming had changed the landscape of the music 
industry, artists and streaming services create more ways that 

allows everyone to get a piece of the pie. 

Music Streaming and 
Its Impact on Artists
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